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Given the recent investigation of Clause Management Systems (CMSs) for Artificial 
Intelligence applications, there is an urgent need for art efficient incremental method 
for generating prime implicants. Given a set of clauses 5 c, a set of prime implicants 
1I of ~ and a clause C, the problem can be formulated as finding the set of prime 
implicaate for II t.J {C). Intuitively, the property of implicants being prime implies that 
any effort to generate prime implicants from a set of prime implica~ts will not yield any 
new prime implicants but themselves. In this paper, we exploit the properties of prime 
implicaats and propose an inerementM method for generating prime implicants from a 
set of existing prime implieants plus a new clause. The correctness proof and complexity 
analysis of the incremental method are presented, and the intricacy of subsumptions in 
the incremental method is also examined. Additionally, the role of prime implicants in 
the CMS is also mentioned. 
1 Introduction 
Traditionally, prime implicants have been used to perform minimization on switch- 
ing circuits (Biswas, 1975; Kohavi, 1978; Hwa, 1974; Hwang et el., 1985; Rhyne et 
al., 1977). In the realm of Artificial Intell!gence applications, he role of prime im- 
plicants has also generated a great amount of interest. For instance, in mechanical 
theorem proving, Slagle et el. (1979, 1970) introduced the notion of prime conse- 
quence (analogous to prime implicants or prime implicates) in consequence-finding 
using semantic resolution. Also, in the investigation of truth maintenance systems, 
Relier and de Kleer (1987) discussed therote of prime implicants as an alternative 
representat ion  for Clause Management Systems (CMS). 
In the Reasoner-CMS problem solving architecture (l~iter & de Kleer, 
1987), the domain dependent Reasoner transmits propositional clauses represent- 
ing its activities to the domain independent CMS.  The primary function of the 
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CMS is to compute the minimal set of support (section 8) for a given query with 
respect o the CMS database. In this framework, it is appropriate and more efficient 
for the CMS to maintain all the prime implicants of its clauses instead of the clauses 
themselves. Due to the dynamic nature of the CMS, the most complicated, com- 
putationally expensive and essential operation is to update the existing database of 
prime implicants each time a new clause is added. The concern for the expensive 
updates in CM..q is our primary motivation in finding an efficient incremental method 
for generating prime implicants. 
Methods for generating prime implicants from Boolean expressions have 
been studied extensively in the area of switching theory. For example, there is the 
consensus method (Bartee et al., 1962); the well-known techniques of the Karnaugh 
Map and the Quine-McCluskey algorithm (Biswas, 1975; Kohavi, 1978); the Seman- 
tic Resolution technique xplored by Slagle et M. (1969, 1970); the elegant Tison's 
Method (1967) etc. It is obvious that all of the conventional methods that generate 
prime implicants are applicable to the CMS update problem. However they are in- 
efficient simply because they are concerned with the generation of prime implicants 
from an arbitrary Boolean expression. What is needed is an incremental method 
for generating prime implicants that updates the set of prime implicants when its 
original corresponding Boolean expression is modified. 
More formally, given a Boolean expression s = C1 v C2 v . . .  V C~ and 
its corresponding set of prime implicants denoted by PI(s then the task can be 
formulated as computing PI(s where s -- s V C.+1. Obviously, PI(s 
can be generated irectly from s V C.+1. Unfortunately, this would regenerate a 
lot of prime implicants that have already been found in PI(s Ideally, we would 
like to generate PI(s from PI(s V C~+~. Again, generating the set of prime 
implicants from PI(s v C.+1 using the conventional methods results in a lot of 
redundant computations simply because all the conventional methods do not exploit 
the fact that the clauses of PI(E.) are already prime. 
We shall present a new algorithm for generating prime implicants from 
PI(s V C,~+1. There are two criteria for such an algorithm. First, the algorithm 
should not rely on canonical form 1 of the formula as most of the conventional meth- 
ods do except those by Slagle et al. (1969, 1970) and Tison (1969). Second, the 
*Let S be a set of clauses over a set of variables V. A clause C E ,.q is said to be in canonical 
form if every variable in V occurs in C. 
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algorithm should exploit the properties of prime implicants o that the generation 
of prime impl~cants will be efficient. 
We deem it necessar3~ to indicate at this point that there is not much hope 
for a "simple" incremental method simply because the PI operator isnot monotone. 
More precisely, there exist sets of prime implicants of P and S such that neither 
P I (PU  S) C PI(P) U PI(S) nor P I (PU  S) D P I (P)U P*(S). As an example, 
consider P = {x A ~),t} and S = {t,y}, PI(P U S) = {x,t,y} while PI(P) = P 
and F , (S)  = S and PZ(F) U P• = {x ^  y}. 
In sections 2and 3, some preliminary definitions and Tison's Method will be 
introduced. In Section 4, the algorithm (extended Tison's Method) for generating 
prime implicants incrementally from PI(s V Cn+l will be discussed. The proof 
of correctness of the method is given in section 5. The complexity analysis of the 
incremental method can be found in section 6, ariel section 7 describes ome luther 
optimizations of subsumption. The role of prime implicants in CMS is discussed in 
section 8 followed by the conclusions and future work in section 9. 
2 Definitions 
We shall begin with some definitions and notations that will be used throughout 
this paper. A variable is denoted by a lowercase letter possibly subscripted. A 
literal is a positive variable z or a negative variable 7. We call x and z a pair 
of complementary literals. A clause, denoted by an uppercase l tter possibly with 
subscript, is either a conjunction of literals (conjunctive clause) or a disjunction 
of literals (disjunctive clause) without repetition. For simplicity, a clause is also 
represented by a set of literals or by the juxtaposition of its literah (e.g. z~z). 
If M1, M2,..., Mk are clauses, then for convenience the juxtaposition M1M2... Mk 
k 
will represent the clause UM/. A Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) formula is a 
i=1 
disjunction of conjunctive clauses and a Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) formula 
is the dual. The uppercase calligraphic letter (e.g. A,/~,...) will be used to denote 
a formula. For simplicity, a formula is also represented bya set of clauses. 
A clause A is said to subsume another clause B if every literal in A occurs 
in B, i.e. A C_ B. A clause C is fundamental if C does not contain a complementary 
pair of literals. For example, the clause x~z is fundamental but not z~zy. 
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Definit ion 2.1 /Je~ A = zA' and B = ~B'. The consensus of A and B with respect 
to the variable x is CS(A ,B ,z )  = A']3' iff A'B' is fundamental. 
The notion of consensus i a restricted type of resolution (Davis & Putnam, 
1960; Robinson, 1985). The restriction is that the resolvent (consensus) must be 
fundamental. The semantics of fundamentality say that a resolvent that contains 
a complementary pair is always true (tautology) or false (contradiction) when the 
resolvent is in CNF or DNF respectively. In resolution, tautology or contradiction is 
eventually removed as a resolvent thus justifying the restriction on fundamentality. 
Def in i t ion 2.2 Given a conjunctive clause Q and a DNF formula .~, Q is an 
implicant of J: if ~ Q ~ .~'. Q is a prime implicant of ~ if Q is an implicant 
of ~ and there is no other implicant QI of ~ such that ~ Q --~ Qi 
Defin i t ion 2.8 Given a disjunctive clause Q and a CNF formula :7:, Q is an 
implicate of .~ if ~ .T" --+ Q. Q is a prime implicate of .~" if Q is an implicate 
of ~" and there is no other implicate Q' of :F such that ~ Q' --, Q. 
In the design of switching circuits, DNF is the widely accepted representa- 
tion, therefore the notion of implicant is relevant. On the other hand, in the realm 
of theorem proving, CNF is the proper representation for refutation therefore the 
notion of implicate is relevant (Slagle etaL, 1970). The relationship between con- 
sensus and implicant/implicate is stated as the well-known consensus thereom, i.e. 
if Q is the consensus of two conjunctive clauses of a DNF formula ~,  then Q is an 
implicant of .T. By duality~ if Q is the consensus of two disjunctive clauses of a CNF 
formula ~', then Q is an implicate of 5 r. Finally, given a CNF/DNF formula ~', the 
set II of the prime implicates/implicants of ~ is unique and logically equivalent to 
.T, i.e the conjunction/disjunction of the clauses of H is logically equivalent to ~'. 
Throughout his paper, all formulae are assumed to be in DNF and all 
clauses will be fundaraentM conjunctive clauses unless stated otherwise. All defi- 
nitions and theorems are stated in DNF nevertheless the same notions and results 
are applicable to CNF by duality. If x is a literal, we slightly abuse the notation 
CS(C, P, x) to denote the consensus of C and P w.r.t, the variable occuring in the 
literal x. 
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3 Tison's Method  
Tison's Method (1967), is an elegant algorithm for generating prime implicants from 
an arbitary Boolean expression. The actual incremental gorithm discussed in this 
paper will be built based on Tison~s Method in section 4. 
Definition 3.1 Let ,4 = A1 V . .. V An be a DNF formula. 
1. The variable x is a biform variable in ~4 if x E At and 9 E Aj for some i , j .  
~. The variable z is a monoform variable in ,4 if z E A~ for some i and ~ r Aj  
for all j .  
3. A literal is b!form//monoform if its variable is b.iform/monoform. 
Theorem 3.1 Let Jr be a set of DNF/CNF clauses. If P is an implicant/implicate 
of 3 r then there is a prime implicant//implicate of jr  that subsumes .P. 
The following Tison's Method for generating prime implicants exploits the 
fact that each biform literal will be used exactly once in the algorithm. Note that 
a consensus operation is equivalent to a resolution step cure fundament~lity test. 
Thus Tison's Method is similar to Davis and Putnam (1960) computing procedure 
for quantification theory (DPP) and Robinson (1965) resolution procedure in propo- 
sitional calculus. In the resolution procedure, the search for the empty resolvent is 
heavily relied on which clauses are selected and in DPP, the resolving (biform) 
variables play a more important role in selecting the clauses. In the other extreme, 
Tison's Method places the control solely on the set of biform variables. This suggests 
that Tison's Method is very similar to DPP. Given a DNF Forrnula ~" = A1V...VAn~ 
Tison's Method produces the set of all prime imp]icants of ~'. 
Tison's Method: 
Step 1.0 Initially, let L be the set (A1,... ,  An}. Throughout the computation~ L 
is the set of implicants of ~r. At the completion of the computation, L is the 
set of all prime impllcants of ~. 
Step 2.0 For each biform variable x in A1 V ... v An do 
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Step 2.1 For every pair of clauses A,', Aj E L, add to L the consensus of Ai, A~. 
with respect o z if such a consensus exists. 
S tep  2.2 Delete from L every clause Q such that there is another QI in L that 
subsumes Q. 
Given a formula ~r = A1 V ... V An, Tison's Method generates all and only 
the prime implicants of ~'. The correctness proof of Tison's Method can also be 
found in (Loui & Bilardi, 1982). 
4 The  Incrementa l  Method  
In this section, we shall present he extended Tison's Method which generates prime 
implicants incrementally. Let II .be the set of prime implicants of a formula ~', C 
be a new clause and let the set of new implicants PI(II U {C)) be stored in the 
set E. The algorithm is similar to Tison's Method with two differences: firstly, 
the algorithm will only perform consensus with respect o the set of biform literals 
that occur in the input clause C. Secondly, it will only perform consensus between 
clauses from E and II but not within the same set E or II. 
Inc rementa l  P r ime Impl i cant / Imp l i ca te  A lgor i thm( IP IA)  
Input :  A set of prime implicants II of a formula 5 v and a clause C. 
Output :  The set ~, u H is the set of prime implicants of II u {C}. 
Step 1.0 Initialize E = {C}. Delete any D E ~, U II that is subsumed by another 
D I E Z U H. If C is deleted then STOP. 
Step 2.0 For each biform variable x occurring in C do 
Step 2.1 For each S E E and P EII such that S, P have consensus on x do 
Step  2.1.1 T = OS(S, P, x) 
Step  2.1.2 E = E U T. 
Step 2.2 Delete any D E E U II such that there is another D I E E U II that 
subsumes D. 
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Example  4.1 We will demonstrate he algorithm by the following example. Let II 
= { ~x~, ~-5, ~-~, abc, ~b'~} of some formula ~ and the input clause C = sEt. Initially, 
the set E contains the input clause C and there are three biform literals in C namely 
a, E and t. Step 2.0 selects the first biform literal a and Step 2.1 selects an element 
S E ~ which is C and an element P E II which is xb~. The resulting consensus b'~t is 
stored in the set I]. 
Pictorially, the execution can be represented by a tree whose root is the 
clause C, with every arc labelled by a clause in H and every node (except he root) 
labelled by the consensus of its parent and its associated arc label. Such a tree is 
called the consensus tree generated from II U {C} and is denoted by CTree(II, C). 
Figure 1 illustrates this relationship, the element set is connected to the new con- 
sensus bet, with the prime implicant ~b~ attached to the arc. Hence the labelled 
node is the element from E and the labelled arc is the element from H. 
y et 
Figure 1. 
Since there is no more consensus with repect o the biform literal a~ the 
algorithm proceeds by selecting the next biform variable ~. Again, there is exactly 
one consensus as illustrated in figure 2. 
~~b~-c 
Figure 2. 
The next and final iteration calls for the consensus on the biform variable 
~. Notice that there are three elements from E that have consensus with respect o 
the biform literal t namely, sEt, bEt and a'bt. These elements are the nodes in the 
tree and hence the algorithm extends the tree with their corresponding consensus 
as shown in figure 3. 
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~t 
~b 
"Tn  
Figure 3. 
Notice that there axe no subsumptions among them therefore the set D u II after 
the completion of the algorithm is the set of all prime implicants of 17 U {C}. 
The biform variables of II U {C} that occur in C can be processed by the 
Step 2.0 of the incremental algorithm in any desired order. Thus at Step 2.0, a 
specific order is selected and the algorithm proceeds according to this order. We 
shall ca]] such a selected order the C-variable order. Also, given the C-variable order 
xa,x~,... ,xj, ,  a path from a node Sx to S,~ in the OTree(II, C) is a set of node 
clauses {Sx,. . . ,  S,~} and arc dauses {P , , . . . ,  P,~-I} such that $2 = CS(Sx,P1, xj,), 
$3 = CS(S~,P2, cej,), ..., S,~ = CS(S,,~_I,P,,,_I,xi,.) where 1 <j~ < j2""  <j ,~ < 
k. Additionally, the execution of Step 2.0 with respect o the i-th variable in the 
chosen C-variable order, i.e. all the consensus operations with respect o the i-th 
variable, is called stage i (or i-th stage) while the sets El and Hi denote the sets 
~nd II at the end of stage i. 
5 Correctness 
We shall denote [C] as the set of all biform literals of H U {C) that occur in C. First 
we prove the following lemmata. 
Lemma 5.1 Let II be a set of prime implicants of a formula .T'. Any consensus of 
two clauses in II is subsumed by a clause in II. 
Proof  : Let P be the consensus of two clauses in II. By theorem 3.1, P is an 
implicant of II and therefore, there exists a prime implicant P' of II that subsumes 
P. Since ri is a set of prime implicants therefore P' E H. [] 
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Lemma 5.2 Given a set of prime implicants 17 = {P1,... ,  P,,} of a formula ~ and 
a clause C. The set of prime implicants ofII U {C} can be generated using Tison's 
Method by considering only the set of biform literals [C]. 
P roo f  : Let v l , . . . ,  yr,, x l , . . . ,  x~ be all the biform literals that occur in YI t.J {C} 
such that each biform literal x~ e [C], 1 < i < k and each biform literal vj • [C], 1 _< 
j < m. The key observation is that Tisoa's Method is correct independent of the 
ordering in which the biform literals are considered in Step 2.0 (of Tison's Method). 
Thus if we adopt the ordering vl, . . .  ,vr , ,x l , . . . ,  xk and after the biform llterals 
v l~. . . ,  yr, have been used by Step 2.0 in Tison~s Method, there are no new clauses 
generated nor old ones being deleted. This is simply because any pair of clauses 
considered for consensus so far, that is a pair of clauses that contain biform literal 
vj, must come from the set 17. Since II is a set of prime implicaats, their consensus 
must be subsumed by another prime implicant P E II by lemma 5.1. Consequently 
only the biform literals x l , . . . ,  x~ that occur in C can contribute to generating new 
prime implicants and subsuming old ones. [] 
The previous lemma justifies Step 2.0 in the incremental lgorithm where 
only the biform literals [C] can contribute to generating new prime implicants and 
subsuming old ones. 
Lemma 5.3 Let C = xlx2.. .Xk be a clause, II a set of prime impIicants of a 
formula .T" and ~ be the set of new clauses generated by the algorithm applied on 
II U {C}. No clause in ~ contains "~ for any 1 < i < k. 
Proof  : 2 Let D be a claus'ein ~ that contains~, 1 <: i < k, and from the 
construction of ~2, we have D ~ II u {C} 3. Let AA be a model of D, since ~'7 is true 
in AA~ A/l is not a model of C and hence A/[ has to be a model of II. Consequently, 
D ~ II. But II is a set of prime implicants and by theorem 3.1, D is already in 17 
or it is subsumed by some member of II. In either case, D is removed from ~2 by 
the subsumption test at Step 2.2 of the algorithm. [] 
2The following proof is a "semantic" proof suggested by one of the referees for which we are 
gratefully indebt to. A lengthy "syntactic" proof of the correctness theorem that uses the notion 
of generalized consensus can be found in (Kean & Tsiknis, 1988). 
SRecall that we are in DNF and l'I td {C} denotes II V {C). By duality, the proof can also be 
modified for CNF. 
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As a consequence of the above lemma, we have the following corollary. 
Coro l la ry  5.1 No two clauses in ~ can have consensus on any biform literal x 6 
[C]. 
Theorem 5.1 (Correctness)  Let II be a set of prime implicants of a formula I: 
and C be a clause. The iucremental algorithm generates the set of prime implicants 
ofn u {c}. 
Proof  : The theorem follows from the correctness of Tison's Method and the fol- 
lowing fact: In the consensus operations: 
a) (Lemma 5.2) It is sufficient o consider only the biform variables [C]. 
b) (Lemma 5.1) It is not necessary to consider the consensus among clauses 
in II. 
c) (Corollary 5.1) It is not necessary to consider the consensus among 
clauses in ~. 
[] 
6 Complex i ty  Analys is  
The present section is devoted to the issues concerning the complexity of the incre- 
mental algorithm. We concentrate on the worst case time complexity only, which is 
calculated in terms of the number of consensus and subsumptions performed. 
Again, we assume the input to the algorithm consists of the set of prime 
implicants 17 of a formula jr  and the clause C with [C] = (x lx2 . . .  xk}. In addition, 
the cardinality of II is assumed to be [1-I[ = n. First we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.1 Each clause P 6 II is used in at most one stage of the incremental 
algorithm. 
Proof  : Let P s II and if P used in more than one stage, it should contain more 
than one literal complementary to some x~. We assume that P = ~ ...N~zM where 
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1 < ix < i2 < .. 9 < it < k, a~d M is the monoform of P with respect o C. At each 
stage m, 1 _< m < k, every clause in !] contains at least the literals xm, x,~+l, . . . ,  x~. 
P cannot be used at any stage m < it simply because P contains at least ~h_~h 
complementary literals with respect o any clause in ~. Obviously, P also cannot 
be used at any stage m > il because there is no complementary literal. Evidently, 
P may only be used at stage m = il. [ ]  
The following theorem estimates the complexity of the algorithm. 
Theorem 6.1 Given a set of prime implicants II of a formula Y: and a clause 
c, the i c ementaZ aleorithm at ope atio   
subsumptions), where n =[II I and k is the cardinality of [C]. 
P roo f  : Let II~, 1 _< i < k be the set of the clauses of 1I used at the stage i 
and IIIi[ = nl. First, we calculate the maximum number of consensus operations 
required. If mi, 1 < i < k denotes the maximum number of clauses in Ill at the end 
of the stage i, then rnl = nl + 1 and 
ml -" rn~_l + mi_ln~ = mi-l(ni + 1) 
for 2 < i < k. Consequently, at most O(nln~.. 9 nk) new clauses have been generated 
at the end of k-th stage. Since each clause is generated by one consensus operation, 
the upper bound O(nln~.. .  n~) also represents the maximum number of consensus 
operations required by the algorithm. Furthermore, by assuming that every clause 
in II is used at some stage, then by lemma 6.1 we have nl + n2 + " "  + nk = n or 
with equal distribution, 
n 
n~ = -~, for l < i < k. 
As a result, the number of the consensus operations, as well as the number of clauses 
in I] is at most O((~)k). 
The number of required subsumption operations can be easily estimated by 
observing that every clause in I~ should be checked for subsumption against every 
other clause in ~, i.e. ,~ j  ,, as well as against every clause in II, i.e. O(n(~)k). 
Consequently, the number of subsumptions performed is at most 
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and if log n > ~ log k, a relation that is true in most applications, then the overall 
time complexity of the algorithm is simply O((~)2k). [] 
The last result shows that the algorithm is exponential in time. Many 
optimizations are applicable but they cannot reduce the complexity class of the 
algorithm. Note that the incremental problem presented here is a restricted case of 
the general problem of generating prime implicants. In the general c~se, Chaudra 
and Markowsky (1978) showed that the number of prime implicants of a set of n- 
arbitrary clauses is O(3~). Unfortunately, the following example shows that even 
this restricted case (the incremental problem) presented here is also exponential. 
More precisely, given a set of prime implicants II of a formula .~ and a clause C, the 
number of the prime implicants of II tJ {C} is potentially exponential on the size of 
II. 
k 
Example  6.1 Let C = KI...~k, II = U Hi and II~ = {a~sil, . . . ,  als~,~} where all s~. 
are new pairwise distinct variables different from any a~, for 1 < i < k, 1 <_ j <: m. 
Evidently, II is a set of prime implicants ince neither consensus nor sub- 
sumption exists among any pair of its clauses. Assume a subset r of II U {C} such 
that 9 contMns C and at most one clause from each Ils., 1 <: i <: k. A chain of 
successive consensus using all the members of ~ starting with C will generate a
prime implicaat of II U {C). Obviously there are (m -t- 1) k different subsets ~ of 
It u {C). Since every clause in II U {C} is also a prime implicant, consequently the 
total number of prime implicants of YI U {C) is (m + 1) k -t- mk which is in the order 
of *) = = Inl .  
7 Subsumpt ion  and Opt imizat ion 
In section 5, theorem 5.1 indicates that subsumption is a necessary operation in 
order to guarantee the correctness of the incremental gorithm. Unfortunately, as 
shown in the proof of theorem 6.1, the complexity of performing subsumptions in
the incremental gorithm is quite expensive. Naturally one would question whether 
there are properties of consensus such that they can exploited to avoid generating 
implicants that are not prime. 
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Once again, we assume the algorithm is applied to II U {C) and [C] = 
{x l , . . .  ,xk}. Initially, suppose there is a clause P e II such that CS(C,P,x) - C1 
and C1 subsumes C for some ~ e [C]. If x is the first biform literal considered at Step 
2.0, C1 becomes the new root of the consensus tree and the stage that corresponds 
to x terminates immediately. This process which can be repeated as long as the 
above condition holds for the new root is called root optimization. When a stage 
is reached such that no further root optimization can be applied, the incremental 
algorithm is resumed with the new root as input clause and the remaining biform 
variables with respect o C. While root optimization is relatively inexpensive (O(n) 
where n =lI I[) ,  it may account for a significant overall saving. More precisely, if C 
contains k biform variables and m of them have been resolved by root optimizations, 
where m _< k, the complexity of the algorithm is reduced to O((~)2(~-")). 
Secondly, according to lemma 5.3, corollary 5.1 and lemma 6.1, at stage i we 
only need to consider prime impllcants from II~, = {P e II I ~ n C = {z,}} 4. The 
others either do not have consensus with any clause in ~, or the resulting consensus 
contain literals complement to those in [C]. We shall call this the single biform 
selection in H. 
The third obervation requires some carefull explanation. First we define 
the history(S) for each clause S E ~ as follows: 
a) history(C) = {b 
b) if S = C S( S', P, x,) for some S' E ~, P e II and x; e [C], then 
history(S) = history(S')o 
Obviously the history of a clause S contains all the biform literals of C that were 
involved in the chain of consensus operations that generates S. 
Lemma 7.1 For any clause S E ~, history(S) n S = 0. 
Proof  : By induction on stage i, 1 < i <_ k. For i = 0, history(C) = O and 
the lemma is true. Assume it is true for any stage < i and let S E E~ such that 
history(S) MS =- {xjl ,xj~,...,xj.~) where 1 _< Jl < J~ < "'" < j,~ < i. There 
exist Q 6 Ei_l, P 6 II such that CS(Q,P, xl) = S, history(Q) Q Q = @ and 
4If P = {al ..... an}, the notation ~ is the set of the complements of the literals in P i.e., 
. . . . .  
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history(S) = history((~) U {xs'}. Therefore, Q = xiMQ, 19 -- xj~xj2 ." . xj,,~-~Mp and 
S = zja xj~ ... x j., MQ MR. 
Since {xj~, x~.~,..., act . } C history(S), there exists a closest parent R of Q 
in CTree(II, C) that contains xj~zj2...xj~. Let T be the path in the tree from 
R to Q and for each r, 1 < r < m, T contains an arc clause that resolves on zj~. 
By the construction of CTree(II, C), at the end of stage i - 1 there is also a path 
T' from R that contains a subset of the arc clauses of T that do not resolve on 
any one of xj,~ 1 < r < m. Moreover, the arc clauses in T' occur in the same 
order that are in T. Let Q' be the last node in T' and S' = CS(Q ~, P, xi). Clearly, 
history(Q') = history(Q)/{xj2,xj2,. . . ,  xj ~} 5 and history(S') N S' = O. Moreover, 
Q~/{xj~, xj~,.. . ,  xj,~) c Q which implies that S ~ __. S. Consequently, S t is generated 
at stage i and forces S to be deleted at the end of this stage. [] 
As a direct consequence of the lemma, when consensus operations are per- 
formed with a clause S E E, only the clauses P in II for which P A history(S) = r 
need to be considered; the rest introduce literals in history(S). Assuming this con- 
straint is consistently used throughout the algorithm, then the history(S) can be 
computed o -the- y as history(S) = [C]/S. 
The fourth obervation is more conspicuous. Let S ~ = CS(S, P, x~) be a 
node in the CTree(Yi, C) generated at stage i from some P E II and S ~ E. If 
S ~ subsumes S then S ~ subsumes all the children of S that axe generated at that 
stage i. Similarly, if S ~ subsumes P then S I subsumes all the consensus resulting 
from any clause in E and P. Consequently, early elimination of subsumed parent 
nodes and arc clauses is greatly advantageous. Thus, for each node S E E, the 
algorithm removes ubsumed clauses as described above and performs ubsumption 
on its children if they exist. We shall call this the local subsurnption check operation. 
Finally, we investigate the subsumption relations bewteen clauses of E that 
have different parents. We claim that if the algorithm performs according to the 
guildlines set out thus far, there axe no subsumption relations among clauses of 
E that have been generated (i) in different stages and (ii) within the same stage 
but were generated using different P ~ II,. In other words, the only subsumption 
relations that might exist (and must be examined) at the end of each stage are 
subsumption among clauses generated at that stage by different parents but using 
~The symbol "/" denotes the set difference operator. 
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the same clause of 1"i~. We feel that it will serve the reader better if we present he 
optimized algorithm and gives the proof of the above claim afterwards. 
Optimized IP IA  
Input:  A set of prime implicants II of a formula ~" and a clause C. 
Output:  The set E U II is the set of prime implicants of Yi U {C}. 
Step 0.0 Delete any D e II t2 {C} that is subsumed by another D' E II U {C}. If 
C is deleted, STOP. 
Step 1.0 (Root optimization) For each P e II do 
Step 1.1 If CS(C, P, x) = C' for some x e [C] and C' subsumes C
then set C = C ~ and delete any P E 1-I that is subsumed by C. 
Step 2.0 Set E = {C}. 
Step 3.0 For each biform literal'x 6 [C] do 
Step 3.1 Set E_Children = r and II~ = {P 6 II I • N C = {x}} 
Step 3.2 For each clause S in E do 
Step 3.2.1 If CS(S,P,x)  = S' for some P 6 II~ and S' subsumes S
then delete S from E and set S_Children = {S'} 
else set S_Children = {CS(S,P,x) I P 6 II= and P N ([C]/S) = r 
Step 3.2.2 Delete any D 6 II U S_Children that is subsumed by another 
D' 6 II U S_Children. 
Step 3.2.3 Add S_Children to E_Children. 
Step 3.3 Check subsumption among the clauses in E_Children that have been 
generated by the same clause in II=. 
Step 3.4 Add the remaining E_Children to E. 
We first prove part (ii) of the claim that justifies the subsumption check of 
Step 3.3. 
Lemma 7.2 At any stage, if S1,S2 are clauses in E_Children that have been gen- 
erated by two different clauses of II, neither S1 C__ $2 nor $2 C S~. 
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Proof  : Let Sa, Sz ~ E_Children of stage i. There exists S~,S~ ~ ~i-~, P~,P~ ~ II 
such that P~ # P~ and 
(a) S~ = elM1, P1 = ~TNx, history(S~) ~P~ = r and S~ = CS(S~, P~, x,) = M~N~; 
(b) S~ = xiM~, P~ - ~,N2, history(S~) Cl P2 = r and 32 = CS(S~, P2, z~) = M~N~. 
Assume that $1 ~ $2 i.e., M1N1 C M2N2. We prove that $2 is not present. 
If S~ and S~ are identical, by the local subsumptlon check of Step 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, $2 is 
deleted. Suppose S~ and 5'~ are different. Note that S~ _C $2 implies that history(S2) 
C_ history(S~). By the definition of history, history(S~) C_ history(S~) which implies 
history(S~) n P~ = r Therefore, the consensus Sz = CS(S~, P~,zi) = M~N~ is 
generated at stage i. Since N~ C_ M~N~, Sa C S2 (i.e. M~N~ c M~N~) and 
consequently S~ is deleted at Step 3.2.2. Similar argument for the case S~ c S~. 
[] 
Part (i) of the claim is assured by the next lemma. 
Lemma 7.3 Whenever control reaches the end of step 8.3 of the optimized algo- 
rithm, no subsumption relation exists between any two clauses in ~_Children U ~. 
Proof  : We assume that at Step 2.0~ [C] -" xlx2 ... Xk and we will prove the lemma 
by induction on stage i, i < i < k. For i -- 1, all the clauses in ~.Children 
come from the same parent (the root), therefore Step 3.2.3 insure that there are no 
subsumptions among them and the root. 
Assume the lemma is true for any stage < i. Suppose at the end of Step 
3.3 of the i-th stage there exist two clauses $1 and $2 in ~_Children U ~ such that 
either $1 subsumes $2 or $2 subsumes $1. $1 and $2 cannot both be in ~ since 
this contradicts the inductive hypothesis. Furthermore~ by lemma 7.2 and Step 3.3 
insure that $1 and $2 cannot both be in ~_Children. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that $1 E ~_Children and S~ E Z. In 
this case, $2 = z~r xkM2 and there exist S~ e ~ and P E I I  such that S~ = 
x~x~+l. . zkM1, P = ~FM~ azad $1 = CS(S~, P, z~) i.e., $1 = zi+1r 9 xkM1M3; 
where, F C_ {z~+l,...,Xk) and M i N {X~,X~+l,...,xk) = 0 for j = 1,2,3. 
Note that at the end of Step 3.3 of stage i any clause in E contains at least 
z~z~+l.., xk. Consequently, $2 can not subsume $1 since ~ E $2 but x~ ~ $1. On 
the other hand, if $1 subsumes $2 then M1M3 C_ M2, which implies that M1 C_ M2 
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and S~ subsumes $2. If S~ and $2 are different clauses, then this contradicts the 
inductive hypothesis; otherwise, S~ is eliminated at Step 3.2.1. [] 
Theorem 7.1 (Correctness of the Optimized IPIA) Given a set of prime im- 
plicants II of a formula Jr and a clause C, After the completion of the Optimized 
IPIA, the set P~k t.J IIk contains all and only the prime implicants of II O {C}. 
Proof  : Theorem 7.1 is a consequence of theorem 5.1 and the results that have been 
presented in this section. [] 
The complexity of the optimized algorithm is 0((~) 2~) where n = ]rl I and 
k is the number of the biform variables of C that survive the root optimization. 
Obviously, the new algorithm is in the same complexity class with its predecessor 
although its average complexity is expected to be lower than the average complexity 
of the previous algorithm. The explosion in complexity comes from the fact that 
at each stage, the same clause in II is used with many clauses in E to generate 
consensus which may get deleted later at Step 3.3. 
It would be of great advantage if there were a way to detect in advance 
which consensus are bound to be deleted. Alas, such a test will inevitably have 
the same complexity as the generation of the consensus and subsumption check. 
First, consider some clauses S E ~, P1,P~ E H. We would like to claim that "if 
P~/[C] C P2/[C] then CS(S,P~,~) C_ CS(S, P2,x) for any x 6 [C]." This would 
allow us to ignore such Pz right from the beginning. Unfortunately, this claim 
is true only when history(S) N P1 = 0 and history(S) gl P2 = r But checking 
such constraint diminishes the value of the claim, that is, clauses like Pz cannot be 
ignored without considering S. As an example, consider II = {'~la,'~2b, zl"~sc, ~'~ac} 
and C = r162 
Secondly, consider two clauses $1 and $2 in P~ at stage i such that S1 -- 
x~z~+l...xkM1, Sz = r and have consensus with the clause P = 
9 ~FM3, where F, M1, M2, M3 are as in the proof of lemma 7.3. In this case 
CS(S~, P, r subsumes CS(S2, P,r iff MIMs C_ M2M3. Since M~ g M2 and 
M2 ~ M1 the subsumption relation among the two consensus cannot be detected by 
considering $1 and $2 alone. The reader can examine the following example with 
II = {'~r ap, cx, ~pq} and C -" acd with any possible C-ordering. As a concluding 
remark, we would like to point out that the above observations fade auy hope for 
further optimization of the incremental gorithm. 
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8 Clause Management System(CMS) 
In this section, we will outhne how the incremental method is used in the Clause 
Management System environment. Throughout this section, a formula will denote 
a CNF formula and a clause will denote a disjunctive clause. In (l~eiter & de Kleer, 
1987), a problem solving environment consists of a domain dependent Reasoner and a 
domain independent Clause Management System(CMS). The Reasoner occasionally 
transmits a clause (it may be a First Order formula) that describes ome of its 
activities. The CMS records this clause as a propositional clause (different atomic 
formulae correspond to different propositional variables) if it is fundamental, i.e. not 
tautologous; otherwise the CMS disc~rds it. In addition, the Reasoner can query the 
CMS whenever is required. The query consists of a propositional c ause G and the 
CMS must respond with every minimal clause S such that S V G is a fundamental 
logical consequence of the clauses so far transmitted to the CMS by the Reasoner, 
i.e. the CMS database. Such a clause S is called the minimal fundamental support 
for G with respect o the CMS database. 
There are many applications using the Reasoner-CMS architecture. For 
example, Reiter and de Kleer (1987) present how abductive reasoning can be ac- 
complished in the CMS paradigm and how searching among alternatives in the 
search space can be facilitated by the CMS. In addition, de Kleer and Williams 
1987) demonstrate he use of Reasoner-ATMS (a special kind of CMS ) architecture 
in diagnositic reasoning. We will illustrate the Reasoner-CMS cooperation by an 
example taken from (Reiter & de Kleer, 1987). Consider a reasoning system with 
knowledge base KB and assume that the Reasoner in its attempt o prove g has 
discovered that 
KB ~ pAqAr- -+g 
KB ~ ~pAq---* g 
KB ~ "~qAr--* g. 
Thus, the Reasoner transmits to the CMS the clauses ~ V ~ V W V g, p V ~ V g and 
q V W V g. Suppose now that the Reasoner is interested in finding the minimal 
explanation for g. By quering the CMS with g it obtains the minimal support for 
g namely <p V ~, W}. This in turn implies that a minimal explanation for g is either 
A q or r since KB ~ ~ A q --+ g and KB ~ r ~ g. 
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Definit ion 8.1 Let ~3 be a set of clauses and G a single clause. A clause S is a 
fundamental support (or support) for G with respect o ~ if 
3. S U G is fundamental. 
A clause S is a minimal fundamental support (or minimal support) for G with re- 
spect to ~ if S is a support for G and there is no other support S' for G such that 
~ S'-~ S. 
Note that the definitions of support and minimal support differ from the 
corresponding definitons given in (Keiter & de Kleer, 1987) in two respects. Firstly, 
we insist that a support clause S for G must have an additional property namely, 
S U G is fundamental. Secondly, the minimality is defined with respect o a different 
ordering among the clauses. According to Reiter and de Kleer (1987), if A and B 
axe clauses, A _< B iff every literal in A is also in B. According to our definition, 
A _< B iff ~ A --+ B. Consequently given a clause G, any trival support S for G, 
i.e. S U G is a tautology, is not considered as a minimal support. The set of trivial 
supports for G, i.e. all tautologies that include G, can be easily generated by the 
Reasoner, therefore the CMS database should not include the rather large set of 
trivial supports. 
It can be shown that the set of minimal supports for a query G can be 
computed trivially from the set of prime implicates of the CM$ database (Reiter 
& de Kleer, 1987; Tsiknis & Kean, 1988). More formally, if ~] denotes the CMS 
database and G is the query clause and let 
A(~, G) = {P - G I P C P I (~) and P f-] G # O and P w G is fundamental}, 
then the set of minimal support for G can be defined as 
r(~,O) = {S iS  6 A(~,G) and no S' 6 / ' (~,G)  subsumes S}. 
Since the set PI(F~) and Z are logically equivalent, he CMS may choose 
to represent the set Z as it is, the Simple-DB approach, or with extra effort and 
memory compute and retain the set PI(Z) on-the-fly, the PI-DB approach. 
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Under the Simple-DB approach, the CMS stores the set of clauses transmit- 
ted by the Reasoner in ~ts database without any alteration. Updating the CMS's 
database D is trivially simple, that is E = E U G. Nevertheless the query processing 
is extremely expensive merely because the set PI(E), A and P must be computed 
for every different query G. Note that computing the set PI(P.) is most expensive. 
Fortunately once the set PI(~,) is available, the set A and P can be computed very 
efficiently by using special indexing and ordering schemes on PI(E). 
Naturally, the PLDB approach is aimed at minimizing the expensive com- 
putation of the set PI(E) by computing it incrementally. Thus under the PI-DB 
approach, the CMS stores the set II of prime implicates of the clauses it has re- 
ceived so far, in contrast with the Simple-DB approach. When a new clause L is 
transmitted by the Reasoner to the CMS, the CMS computes and stores PI(II u L) 
using the incremental method escribed in this paper. As a consequence, the query 
processing for minimal support can be achieved very efficiently while updating the 
CMS database is also relatively efficient using the incremental lgorithm. 
In the actual modelling of a Reasoner-CMS architecture, one must be can- 
tious about he tradeoff between the Simple-DB and PLDB approaches. If the CMS 
task is to perform large numbers of updates, then the Simple-DB approach is supe- 
rior simply because updates in Simple-DB approach take constant time. Conversely, 
if the CMS task is heavily related to query processing, that is computing minimal 
support, then the Simple-DB approach will require xponential time to compute the 
set of PI(~) and also exponential space to store the set of PI(~) in order to allow 
the computation of the minimal set of support. In contrast, the PI-DB approach 
requires only linear time and space in query processing with respect to the size of 
the PI-DB database. 
It is important to note that the size of the PI-DB database can be exponen- 
tial~ that is the number of prime implicates is potentially exponential (Chandra & 
Markowsky, 1978). Consequently, the PLDB approach potentially needs exponential 
space to store the prime implicates, but this is also the case for the Simple-DB ap- 
proach each time a query is processed. The difference is simply that the Simple-DB 
does not retain the exponential space after it is used but requires heavy recompu- 
tation whenever it is needed and conversely, the PLDB approach uses exponential 
space but recomputation is kept to a minimum. 
In a future paper, we study the full extent of the Re~oner-CMS architecture 
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and show that all the theorems in (l~eiter & de Kleer, 1987) hold modulo fundamen- 
tality. Additionally~ we argue that the PI-DB approach is more suitable for CMS 
in both question-answering and explanation-based problem solving environments 
(Tsiknis & Kean, 1988). 
9 Conclusions 
We have presented an incremental gorithm for generating prime implicants (im- 
plicates) of a set of clauses. We have proved the correctness of this algorlthrn and 
analyzed its complexity. Although the incremental gorithm can be used to gen- 
erate the prime implicants/implicates of a given set of clauses by incrementally 
considering one clause at a time~ nevertheless it is best suited for situations where 
new clauses are frequently added over the period in consideration. Moreover, this 
algorithm, in contrast with previous algorithms for the minimization of Boolean 
functions domain, does not rely on a canonical form representation f the clauses. 
This latter feature makes it attractive for many applic&tions in Artificial Intelligence 
like Truth Maintenance Systems, etc. 
Subsequently, we have discussed some optinfizations for the original algo- 
rithm and presented the optimized IPIA. Unfortunately, the worst case complexity 
of the new algorithm is identical to the old one's, while its average complexity is
expected to be lower. This was expected mainly because the problem of generating 
prime implicants itself is intractable. 
In the last section we briefly explained how a Clause Management System 
(CMS) can be built by employing the incremental gorithm. This is just one of 
several applications that can exploit the algorithm. Other possible applications 
using the incremental gorithm are incremental theorem proving, generalized diag- 
nostic reasoning (or hypothesis generation) and a general system for nonmonotonic 
reasoning. In (Tsiknis & Kean, 1988) we elaborate more on the CMS as well as 
on some of its applications. Finally, we believe that for nonmonotonic reasoning 
system, a similar incremental method for detecting and resolving inconsistency is 
vitally important and we include this among the issues for future research. 
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